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The research purpose is the allocation
and analysis of subjects of an entity’s economic safety. Offers on an implementation
of the value-based management concept for
an effective operation of subjects of an enterprise’s economic security are formulated.
The article highlights four categories of
subjects of ensuring the economic security,
namely the State Security Service; private
(non-government) security structures; own
economic security service; employees of a
company.
The detailed analysis of each category
of subjects of the economic safety is carried out; the list of their main functions is
provided. On the analysis results the main
benefits and shortcomings of each category
are revealed. The interrelation is established
and the scheme of influence of subjects of
the economic safety on its components is
constructed.
On the basis of the conducted research
recommendations about the choice of subjects of the economic safety by the entities
are formulated, namely it is established that
the public service of protection provides an
effective and qualified protection of mate-
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rial values and information, available both
for small enterprises with the limited equity
and for large enterprises. Non-state structures of safety provide full range of services,
have high qualification and specialized
resources for a high-quality accomplishment of functions on providing entities with
a high level of the economic safety. Service
of such services is quite expensive, and for
providing all components of the economic
safety it is necessary to address various
services with the corresponding competence. For the entities with the small equity
it is inexpedient and economically unprofitable to use services of such structures. On
the contrary, medium and large enterprises
if necessary shall use services of non-state
structures of safety for receipt of the most
qualified help.
A compliance with the basic principles of
the concept of value-based management
will allow minimizing the risks connected
with personnel as a subject of the economic
safety; the level of financial economic safety
will raise and will create a possibility of forming the financial resources for providing its
other components.

